The Hyper LIP® Double with Tone Converter™ makes calling elk easy. The Tone Converter™ converts the locating calls of the Hyper LIP® Double into the more subtle sounds a matriarch cow uses when a bull has responded to her initial calls. This is important when trying to coax a bull in the last 100 yards. Remove the Tone Converter™ for louder calling when locating or calling bulls from longer distances. The open, double-reed of the Hyper LIP Double reproduces the deeper, louder tones of the matriarch cow.

IMPORTANT: Please read all instructions and warnings before using this product to ensure safe and proper use.

INSTRUCTIONS & EXERCISES

Place the call in your mouth with your top lip on the reed. Don’t let your lips go past the rubber ring that holds the reed flat. Adjust the pitch of the call by gently sliding your lips from the tip of the call toward the rubber ring. Blow a deep breath of air across the reeds and practice the exercises below.

Chirp- The building block of all cow and calf sounds. Say, “E-O.” This is a very short call. It should last no more than one second.

Mew- This is the primary call that cows use. Say, “EE-OO,” just like you did for the chirp, only hold the notes a little longer - about two seconds.

Estrus™ Call- A pleading call, used by cows during the rut to bring bulls to them. Say your basic “EE-OO,” but add a pleading quality to it lasting about two to three seconds, saying “EEEE-OOOO.”

Hyper Estrus™ Call- Do this the same way you did the Estrus™ Call, back-to-back, saying “EEEE-OOOO,” “EEEE-OOOO.”

REMEMBER: No two elk sound exactly alike, but their pitch, rhythm and cadence will be similar.